
Utah’s Hogle Zoo 
Gibbon Introduction Plan 

 
History 
 
Candy- Candy is 30 years old and wild caught. She has had several miscarriages and 2 still births. Thai is her first 
successful offspring. After the delivery Candy’s uterus prolapsed, this led to a couple workups. Thai started to 
show signs of malnutrition- weakness, lethargy, tenting skin, etc. Candy was worked up and no milk could be 
expressed so it was decided to pull Thai for hand rearing at 3 weeks old.  Aside from not being able to nurse, 
Candy was showing appropriate maternal skills. 
 
Riley- Riley is 12 years old, captive born and mother reared. Riley fathered all of Candy’s still births and Thai, Thai 
is also his first offspring. Riley’s younger brother was hand raised and reintroduced to the group and 1.5 years old 
when Riley was 3yrs. Riley was one of the first members of the group to approach and play with his brother. 
While Thai was till with Candy Riley showed appropriate behaviors. After Thai was initially pulled for hand rearing 
Riley did show more aggression towards the keeper staff. 
 
Thai’s Development- Before the introductions we would like to see that Thai can navigate all of the exhibits and 
holdings that he will have access to when he is with Candy and Riley on his own if needed. We would like him to 
know how to get to all keeper doors and feeding stations throughout the exhibit. He should also be reliably using 
the bottle feeders in the exhibit. Thai should be able to climb off of his caregivers to go to a feeding station as 
well. Currently Thai knows to look for and go to his stations when he hears “Thai bottle”. We would also like Thai, 
Candy and Riley to be on a reliable feeding schedule. 
 
Exhibits- All of the exhibits have been perched with several Thai friendly pathways. We have made sure that he 
has a way to get to feeding stations from Candy and Riley’s preferred spots in the exhibits. All of the exhibits and 
holdings have been bedded heavily with burlap sacs used to pad any rock surfaces that can not be bedded.  
 
Feeding strategies- There are several bucket feeding stations throughout exhibits 3 and 4, holdings and the 
catwalk. They are lined with faux fur and are a preferred safe place for Thai. All of these buckets stations can 
either be reached by a keeper to offer Thai food or have an attached bottle holder. We can shift the gibbons out 
of the exhibit and place a bottle in the feeder. If Candy is not allowing Thai to go to the feeder on his own we will 
place an adult feed bucket or enrichment device by the feeding station. These bottles will be removed after an 
hour. Candy and Riley are already used to these stations. 
 
There is also a feeding station at each exhibit door, in holding #1 and in the catwalk. Candy and Riley are hand fed 
their diet near all of these stations. Thai has also been trained to go to these stations and be fed either a bottle, 
whole foods or mash through the mesh. 
 
If Candy is uneasy with us feeding Thai while she holds him we have a PVC bottle extender that can be held out 
for Thai while the keeper focuses on feeding Candy. 
 
The introduction- Erin, Katie and Emma will do the building husbandry first thing in the morning, hoping to have 
everything done between 9 and 10am. Bobbi will come down from apes at about 9:30am. Thai will be fed a big 
cereal bottle and given at least 20 minutes afterwards to settle before the introduction.   


